College of Engineering Masters Degrees

Master of Science, Civil Engineering

Medhat Elmorsy  Michael Quinonez  Natalie Wagner

Master of Science, Mechanical Engineering

Martin Henke

Master of Science, Project Management

Jessica Bornholdt  Edward Conner  Erin Else
Virginia Groeschel  Leslie Stokes

I am an Engineer. In my profession I take deep pride. To it I owe solemn obligations. As an engineer, I pledge to practice integrity and fair dealing, tolerance and respect; and to uphold devotion to profession, conscious always that to serve humanity by making wealth. As an engineer, I shall partake in none but honest enterprises. When needed, my skill and reservation for the public good. In fidelity to my profession, I shall give my utmost.

I am a Computing Professional. My work as a Computing Professional affects people’s lives, both now and into the future. As a result, I bear moral and ethical responsibilities to society. As a Computing Professional, I pledge to practice my profession with the highest level of integrity and competence. I shall always use my skills for the public good. I shall be honest about my limitations, continuously seeking to improve my skills through life-long learning. I shall engage only in honorable and upstanding endeavors. By my actions, I pledge to honor my chosen profession.

2020 Fall Celebration of Graduates
December 11, 2020

Welcome
Dr. Jennifer Brock
Associate Dean of Academics

Congratulations
Dr. Bruce Schultz
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Denise Runge
Provost

Dean’s Remarks
Dr. Kenrick Mock
Interim Dean

Graduating Student Recognitions
Department Chairs

Order of the Engineer Ceremony
Dr. Getu Hailu
Associate Professor, ME

Pledge of the Computing Professional Ceremony
Dr. Sebastian Neumayer
Assistant Professor, CSE

Alumni Remarks
Nicole Knox, P.E. (’04 BSCE)
Lynda Barber-Wiltse P.E. (’07 MSCE)

Special Faculty Recognition
ASCE Awards

Closing Remarks
Dr. Jennifer Brock
Associate Dean of Academics
College of Engineering Baccalaureate Degrees

**Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering**

Aldrey Terence Antonio     Jordan Cooper     Jhon Gilbert Landicho
Sandy Otaegui Flores       Owen Rohler       Caleb Shoulders
Connor Wright

**Bachelor of Arts, Computer Science**

Keenan Troll

**Bachelor of Science, Computer Science**

* So Hee Bae     * Muhammad Bajwa     * Chandra Boyle
Colin Burgess       Rafael Dos Reis       Raquel Knolle
Linda Lee           Pamela Myers         Da Wum Nam
Josh Putman

**Bachelor of Science, Computer Systems Engineering**

Chandra Boyle     * Hannah Crayton     Caiming Li
Devin McFarlane

**Bachelor of Science, Electrical Engineering**

* Chandra Boyle     Ian Goddard     Kyle Lacy
* Mariana Lugo Vazquez     Liam Murray     Nicolas Villa-Fuerte

**Bachelor of Science, Geomatics**

Rowdy Harnish

**Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering**

* Kirsten Alvarado     Aryan Azarpandian     Morgan Bellman
Daniel Bray           Drew Collins       Aaron De Francisca
* Riley Haynes        Nicholas Hoffer     Troy Meyer
Chancy Rueda          Anthony Turner      Isaac Valero

* Indicates graduation with honors